DEAD HILL A Gripping
Murder Mystery Featuring
Detective Chief Inspector
Jack Harris
Eventually, you will no question discover a supplementary
experience and finishing by spending more cash. yet when? reach
you say you will that you require to get those every needs gone
having significantly cash? Why dont you try to get something
basic in the beginning? Thats something that will lead you to
comprehend even more on the order of the globe, experience,
some places, considering history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your categorically own mature to statute reviewing habit.
along with guides you could enjoy now is DEAD HILL A
Gripping Murder Mystery Featuring Detective Chief
Inspector Jack Harris below.

Out Comes the Evil - Stella
Cameron 2015-12-01
Second in the traditional
British mystery series featuring
rural inn owner and amateur
sleuth Alex Duggins: an
intriguing departure for
bestselling romantic suspense
author Stella Cameron. Once
again Alex Duggins and her

veterinarian friend Tony
Harrison are thrown into a
major murder investigation. An
almost fresh body is discovered
in a disused well among the
ruins of a 14th-century manor
house ... the motive for the
killing a baffling mystery. The
victim was a widow who had
lived quietly in the picturesque
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Cotswolds village of Folly-onWeir for the past ten years.
Who on earth could want her
dead, and by such brutal
means? As rumour and
speculation engulf the town,
another woman is attacked –
and Alex discovers that behind
a tranquil face lurks a cunning
and vengeful mind. Despite
warnings from the police to
stop interfering, she finds
herself in the sights of a
ruthless killer who has decided
she knows too much ... The
Alex Duggins series will appeal
to fans of Louise Penny and
Elizabeth George.
Death's Jest-Book - Reginald
Hill 2010-05-14
Three times DCI Pascoe has
wrongly accused dead-pan
joker Franny Roote. This time
he’s determined to leave no
gravestone unturned as he
tries to prove that the ex-con
and aspiring academic is mad,
bad, and dangerous to know.
Meanwhile, Edgar Wield rides
to the rescue of a child in
danger, only to find he has a
rent-boy with a priceless secret
under his wing. DC Bowler is
looking forward to a blissful

New Year with the girl of his
dreams. Unfortunately, her
dreams are filled with a horror
too terrible to tell . . . And over
all this activity broods the huge
form of DS Andy Dalziel. As
trouble builds, the Fat Man
discovers (as have many deities
before him) that omniscience
can be more trouble than it’s
worth and that sometimes all
omnipotence means is that you
can have any colour you want,
as long as it’s black.
In the Shadow of the Hill Helen Forbes 2014-09-01
A crime thriller set in the
Highlands of Scotland and the
Isle of Harris. An old woman is
murdered in Inverness and the
investigation leads back to the
Isle of Harris, where the
investigating officer finds his
own family history is
intertwined with that of the old
woman, who is not as
blameless as she first appears.
Secrets of the Dead - Carol
Wyer 2018-10-04
Murder at the Gorge Frances Evesham 2020-11-17
A joke? A prank? Or something
more sinister? When the
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Exham-on-Sea residents are
targeted by anonymous emails
containing apparently harmless
nursery rhymes, no one knows
whether to laugh or shudder
until an unexplained death
touches the town. Libby Forest,
baker, chocolatier and Exham’s
very own resident private
investigator, alongside her
partner Max Ramshore, set out
to solve the puzzle before more
people die. But when Max’s exwife arrives on the scene,
ahead of Max and Libby's longawaited nuptials, things go
from bad to worse. With the
town and their relationship
under threat, Max and Libby
need the help of the Exham
History Society if they're going
to find the nursery rhyme killer
in time. Murder at the Gorge is
the seventh in a series of
Exham-on-Sea Murder
Mysteries set at the small
English seaside town full of
quirky characters, sea air, and
gossip. If you love Agatha
Christie-style mysteries, cosy
crime, clever dogs and cake,
then you'll love these intriguing
whodunnits.THE EXHAM-ONSEA MURDER MYSTERIES: 1.

Murder at the Lighthouse 2.
Murder on the Levels: 3.
Murder on the Tor: 4. Murder
at the Cathedral 5. Murder at
the Bridge 6. Murder at the
Castle 7. Murder at the Gorge
The Secrets We Share - Edwin
Hill 2022-03-29
“Shari Lapena meets Ruth
Ware. A compulsively readable
domestic thriller.” —CHARLIE
DONLEA, USA Today
bestselling author of Twenty
Years Later A mesmerizing,
twisty suspense novel perfect
for fans of Mary Kubica and
Riley Sager from an acclaimed
author! Explore the deep
bonds—and deadly
secrets—between two very
different sisters haunted by the
crimes of their father murdered
nearly twenty years earlier… At
first glance, Natalie Cavanaugh
and Glenn Abbott hardly look
like sisters. Even off-duty,
Natalie dresses like a Boston
cop, preferring practical
clothes and unfussy, pinned-up
hair. Her younger sister,
Glenn, seems tailor-made for
the spotlight, from her
signature red mane to her
camera-ready smile. Glenn has
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spent years cultivating her
brand through her baking blog,
and with the publication of her
new book, that hard work
seems about to pay off. But her
fans have no idea about the
nightmare in Glenn and
Natalie’s past. Twenty years
ago, their father’s body was
discovered in the woods behind
their house. A trauma like that
doesn’t fit with Glenn’s public
image. Yet, maybe someone
reading her blog does know
something. There have been
anonymous online messages,
vague yet ominous, hinting that
she’s being watched. And with
unsettling coincidences hitting
ever closer to home, both
Glenn and Natalie soon have
more pressing matters to worry
about, especially when a dead
body is found in an abandoned
building . . . Natalie is starting
to wonder how much Glenn
really knows about the people
closest to her. But are there
also secrets Natalie has yet to
uncover about those she
herself trusts? For two
decades, she’s believed their
father was murdered by their
neighbor, with whom he was

having an affair. But if those
events are connected to what’s
happening now, maybe there’s
much more that Natalie doesn’t
know. About their father. About
their neighbors. About her
friends. Maybe even about
herself. But there are no
secrets between sisters . . . are
there? “This suspenseful story
will have readers careening
from one erroneous conclusion
to the next.” —Library Journal
STARRED REVIEW “Hill keeps
the clock ticking and the twists
coming right up to the
shocking conclusion.”
—Publishers Weekly “Love and
deception intertwine…The
book’s action and revelations
are thrilling.” —Foreword
Reviews "Full of whiplash
twists and dark family secrets,
Edwin Hill's new standalone is
clever and chilling. Be advised
to not trust anyone." —PETER
SWANSON, best-selling author
of Every Vow You Break and
The Kind Worth Killing
The Long Dead - John Dean
2007
When 16 skeletons are
unearthed near an old
prisoner-of-war camp outside
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the northern city of Hafton, it
seems like a simple case for
Detective Chief Inspector John
Blizzard. With all indicators
pointing to natural deaths from
influenza during the First
World War, there seems little
to concern modern-day
detectives.
Danger at the Cove - Hannah
Dennison 2021-08-17
In Danger at the Cove, the
second book in a delightful
cozy series by Hannah
Dennison a surprise visitor
makes an appearance on the
island—and murder ensues.
Renovations on Tregarrick
Rock Hotel are coming along,
and Evie Mead thinks they just
might be done by opening day.
Then one of her sister Margot’s
old Hollywood friends, Louise,
arrives unannounced—and
expecting VIP treatment. Evie
has half a mind to tell Louise to
find other accommodations,
but Margot pleads with Evie,
saying that Louise—despite her
upbeat and demanding
attitude—is grieving her
recently deceased husband.
Evie pities her, and besides,
the sisters need help. A simple

rewiring project has resulted in
a major overhaul of the hotel,
and they’re way over budget.
The small life insurance policy
left to Evie by her own husband
is gone, and they are desperate
for funds. Margot believes that
Louise, a marketing guru, can
put the hotel on the map and
give it the boost it needs. But
when a member of the hotel
staff is found dead, and then
another murder follows, the
sisters’ plans crumble before
their eyes. Who would do such
a thing—and why? In a
rollicking adventure involving a
shipwreck filled with buried
treasure, a dashing and
mysterious Australian named
Randy, and old rivalries
stretching back to far before
Evie and Margot ever set foot
on the island, it’s all hands on
deck to find the killer—and
save the hotel.
A Village Murder - Frances
Evesham 2020-06-23
'I lovedA Village Murder and its
setting. It kept surprising me!'
Faith Martin, #1 bestselling
author The start of a brand
new series from the bestselling
author of the Exham-on-Sea
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Murder Mysteries. An English
village can be deadly, when
your past catches up with you...
In the beautiful rural Somerset
village of Lower Hembrow,
crammed full with English
eccentrics, something is
amiss... Landscape gardener
Imogen Bishop has spent the
last thirty years trying to forget
one fateful school night but
when her estranged husband
Greg Bishop is found dead in
the grounds of her fathers'
Georgian hotel, danger
threatens to overwhelm her.
Retired police officer Adam
Hennessey, hoping for a
peaceful life running his
traditional Somerset country
pub, finds himself drawn into
the unfolding drama in the
hotel across the road. Imogen,
Adam and Harley the stray dog
form an unlikely partnership as
they try to untangle a knot of
secrets, solve a murder
mystery, and bring a killer to
justice. A brand new cosy
mystery series from the
bestselling author of Murder at
the Lighthouse, perfect for fans
of Faith Martin, Betty
Rowlands and M.C. Beaton.

What readers are saying about
A Village Murder: ’Wonderfully
portrayed characters, a
mystery that keeps you
guessing till the end, this is a
brilliantly written piece of cozy
mystery.' ’I loved this book and
think that it marks the
beginning of a fun new series!’
’There are plenty of red
herring plus twists & turns & a
growing number of murders
before the culprit is revealed. I
happily whiled away a few
hours with this engrossing
read.’ ’I would recommend it to
anyone looking for an
entertaining read.’ ’An
enjoyable and entertaining plot
making for an engaging,
relaxing read providing some
much needed escapism.’ ’What
a wonderful beginning to a
series that I just know I am
going to follow.’
A Place of Safety - Caroline
Graham 2010-04-01
Charlie Leathers was not the
most popular man in the
charming English village of
Ferne Basset, but few people
seemed to hate him enough to
murder him. Still, that was his
fate one night, and it brings
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Inspector Barnaby to the scene
to investigate. What Barnaby
doesn't know is that before his
death, Charlie witnessed what
might have been the suicide--or
murder--of a young woman
whose troubles with the law
have landed her in the home of
a local retired minister and his
none-too-pleased wife. Now a
man is dead, a girl is missing,
and a town is in chaos as longkept secrets begin to unravel,
with deadly repercussions.
A Dirty Death - Rebecca Tope
2012-05-28
When irascible farmer Guy
Beardon meets a very dirty
death in his own farmyard, at
first it seems like an accident despite the fact that he was
widely disliked. Only his
daughter Lilah is prepared to
defend his memory. And when,
slowly, Lilah begins to suspect
foul play, no one is eager to
help her investigate. Suspicion
becomes certainty when two
more deaths occur - and both
of them are unmistakably
murder. The difficulty lies in
discovering who, among Guy's
many enemies, hated him
enough to want him dead - and

who went on killing to conceal
the truth. There is certainly no
shortage of suspects and it falls
to local policeman Den Cooper
to investigate the mysterious
deaths.
Murder in the Fens - Clare
Chase 2019-06-24
When the body of twenty-yearold Julie Cooper is found - her
pockets stuffed full of wilting
flowers - in an iron-age hill fort
on the edge of the fens,
Detective Tara Thorpe and her
team are called in to
investigate. The evidence
points to an illicit affair gone
wrong... but is there more to
the story? As always at the
Cambridge Constabulary, the
case turns personal. Detective
Blake is exhausted after the
arrival of a new baby with
wayward wife Babette, and
Tara is keen to put as much
distance between herself and
Blake as she can - both at the
station and on the hunt for the
killer. Charming rookie officer
Jez is the perfect distraction...
but is he a little too good to be
true? Then Tara makes a
startling breakthrough when
she finds an unsettling family
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heirloom hidden in the late
victim's bedroom - a golden
statue of a sinister-looking cat
with emerald eyes. As she
traces its origins, Tara begins
to realise that Julie's murder is
no one-off crime, but a sinister
plot with its roots in a terrible
secret that was covered up
decades earlier. An
unputdownable page-turner,
perfect for fans of Faith
Martin, Agatha Christie and Joy
Ellis. Can be read as a
standalone. The Tara Thorpe
Mystery Series: Book 1 Murder on the Marshes Book 2
- Death on the River Book 3 Death Comes to Call Book 4 Murder in the Fens Readers
absolutely love Clare Chase:
'Literally couldn't put it down!!
This was an excellent thriller
with well-developed characters
and great twists!! From the
first page until the end... a
great ride of mystery, suspense
and murder... Excellent thriller
and crime read!!' Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars 'Wow what a
book! One of the best mysteries
I have read! Loved it from start
to finish and couldn't put it
down! A masterpiece! Plotting

perfection! The writing is
brilliant and flows off the page,
the characters stay with you. A
thoroughly satisfying,
absolutely stunning book! I
cannot wait to read more by
this amazing author!' Renita
D'Silva 'Fast-paced, twisty... I
just ripped right through this
book.' Goodreads reviewer, 5
stars 'I have to say that I loved
this book.'Jen Med's Book
Reviews, 5 stars 'I absolutely
loved this book... grabbed me
by the throat from the opening
chapter and refused to let go
until the very end... The story
was a fantastic puzzle... all set
against the beautiful backdrop
of Cambridge and the
menacing emptiness of the
surrounding Cambridgeshire
fens.' A Little Book Problem, 5
stars 'Clever, twisty stories,
with great characters.' Kate
Rhodes, author of Hell Bay
'You'll enjoy her books
including this one if you like
Joy Ellis, L. J. Ross, and Faith
Martin... I absolutely adored
the setting here. It reminds a
little of the sort of setting in
Midsomer Murders - quaint
and idyllic with some very
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shady characters. The twists in
the plot were plentiful and I
liked the relationship and
dynamic between Thorpe and
Blake.' Goodreads reviewer 'A
tense, exciting read with plenty
of twists... an addictive read.'
Goodreads reviewer
Talking to the Dead - Harry
Bingham 2012-09-25
A mesmerizing and thrilling
novel—perfect for fans of Tana
French and Stieg Larsson—that
introduces a modern,
unforgettable rookie cop whose
past is as fascinating and as
deadly as the crimes she
investigates. NAMED ONE OF
THE BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY The Boston Globe •
The Seattle Times SHE
KNOWS WHAT IT’S LIKE. . . .
At first, the murder scene
appears sad, but not unusual: a
young woman undone by drugs
and prostitution, her six-yearold daughter dead alongside
her. But then detectives find a
strange piece of evidence in
the squalid house: the platinum
credit card of a very
wealthy—and long dead—steel
tycoon. What is a heroinaddicted hooker doing with the

credit card of a well-known and
powerful man who died months
ago? This is the question that
the most junior member of the
investigative team, Detective
Constable Fiona Griffiths, is
assigned to answer. But D.C.
Griffiths is no ordinary cop.
She’s earned a reputation at
police headquarters in Cardiff,
Wales, for being odd, for not
picking up on social cues, for
being a little overintense. And
there’s that gap in her past, the
two-year hiatus that everyone
assumes was a breakdown. But
Fiona is a crack investigator,
quick and intuitive. She is
immediately drawn to the
crime scene, and to the tragic
face of the six-year-old girl,
who she is certain has
something to tell her . . .
something that will break the
case wide open. Ignoring
orders and protocol, Fiona
begins to explore far beyond
the rich man’s credit card and
into the secrets of her seaside
city. And when she uncovers
another dead prostitute, Fiona
knows that she’s only begun to
scratch the surface of a dark
world of crime and murder. But
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the deeper she digs, the more
danger she risks—not just from
criminals and killers but from
her own past . . . and the abyss
that threatens to pull her back
at any time. BONUS: This
edition includes an excerpt
from Harry Bingham's Love
Story, with Murders. Praise for
Talking to the Dead “Gritty,
compelling . . . a procedural
unlike any other you are likely
to read this year.”—USA Today
“With Detective Constable
Fiona ‘Fi’ Griffiths, Harry
Bingham . . . finds a sweet spot
in crime fiction . . . think Stieg
Larsson’s Lisbeth Salander . . .
Denise Mina’s ‘Paddy’ Meehan
[or] Lee Child’s Jack Reacher. .
. . The writing is terrific.”—The
Boston Globe “The mysterythriller genre is already so
staffed with masterminds that
it’s hard to make room for
another. But along comes a
book like Talking to the Dead,
and suddenly an unadvertised
opening is filled. . . . [This] has
the feel of something fresh and
compelling.”—New York Daily
News “A stunner with precision
plotting, an unusual setting,
and a deeply complex

protagonist . . . We have the
welcome promise of more
books to come about
Griffiths.”—The Seattle Times
“Recommended highly . . . [a]
riveting procedural
thriller.”—Library Journal
(starred review)
Lady Into Fox - David Garnett
2022-05-10T02:16:55Z
A newly-married couple are
taking a leisurely walk through
the woods in England when,
without warning, the woman
suddenly transforms into a fox.
The grief-stricken husband
does his best to look after his
transformed wife after this
astonishing change. That’s the
unlikely premise of Lady Into
Fox. Other than the mysterious
transformation of the woman,
this short work is otherwise
completely realistic, placing it
in the category of
contemporary fantasy or magic
realism. Published in 1922, the
book quickly attracted critical
attention and praise. It won
both the James Tait Black
Memorial Prize and the
Hawthornden Prize, and was
included by the writer Rebecca
West in a list of the “best
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imaginative productions” of the
1920s alongside Virginia
Woolf’s Orlando. Lady Into Fox
was turned into a ballet in
1939 by the choreographer
Andrée Howard, with music
based on piano pieces by
Arthur Hoenegger. Performed
by Ballet Rambert, it was
apparently a success. In 1960,
a French writer using the
pseudonym “Vercours” wrote a
novel titled Sylva directly
inspired by Garnett’s novel, in
which the reverse
transformation occurs: a fox on
the run from a hunt is
transformed into a naked
young woman, who is taken in
and cared for by the owner of a
nearby manor. This novel,
translated into English, was
nominated for Best Novel in
the Hugo Awards presented by
the World Science Fiction
Convention in 1963. This book
is part of the Standard Ebooks
project, which produces free
public domain ebooks.
The Thursday Murder Club Richard Osman 2020
"First published in hardcover in
Great Britain by Viking, an
imprint of Penguin Books, a

division of Penguin Random
House Ltd., London"-Copyright page.
Death at High Tide - Hannah
Dennison 2020-08-18
Death at High Tide is the
delightful first installment in
the Island Sisters series by
Hannah Dennison, featuring
two sisters who inherit an old
hotel in the remote Isles of
Scilly off the coast of Cornwall
and find it full of intrigue,
danger, and romance. When
Evie Mead’s husband, Robert,
suddenly drops dead of a heart
attack, a mysterious note is
found among his possessions. It
indicates that Evie may own
the rights to an old hotel on
Tregarrick Rock, one of the
Isles of Scilly. Still grieving,
Evie is inclined to leave the
matter to the accountant to
sort out. Her sister Margot,
however, flown in from her
glamorous career in LA, has
other plans. Envisioning a
luxurious weekend getaway,
she goes right ahead and buys
two tickets—one way—to
Tregarrick. Once at the
hotel—used in its heyday to
house detective novelists, and
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more fixer-upper than spa
resort, after all—Evie and
Margot attempt to get to the
bottom of things. But the foultempered hotel owner claims
he's never met the late Robert,
even after Evie finds framed
photos of them—alongside
Robert's first wife—in his
office. The rest of the island
inhabitants, ranging from an
ex-con receptionist to a vicar
who communicates with cats,
aren't any easier to read. But
when a murder occurs at the
hotel, and then another soon
follows, frustration turns to
desperation. There’s no getting
off the island at high tide. And
Evie and Margot, the only
current visitors to Tregarrick,
are suspects one and two. It
falls to them to unravel secrets
spanning generations—and
several of their own—if they
want to make it back alive.
A Vicky Hill Exclusive! Hannah Dennison 2008
Tired of funeral reporting,
Vicky Hill stumbles upon the
story of a lifetime involving
three grisly chicken corpses
and the strange death of a
hedge-jumping enthusiast,

making her vindictive rival at
the paper very jealous.
Murder in the Churchyard Catherine Coles 2021-01-29
Downton Abbey crossed with
Murder, She Wrote...set in a
Yorkshire village! When the
body of Isolde Newley's long
lost husband is found in the
grounds of St Augustus
churchyard, suspicion falls on
Isolde and everyone close to
her - especially her new love
interest, the dashing Dr
Mainwaring. The mystery is
exacerbated by the largest
snowfall seen in North
Yorkshire for years. No one can
get in - or out - of the village. It
will take all of Tommy & Evelyn
Christie's sleuthing powers to
clear their friends and find the
murderer before the police
arrive from York. If you enjoy
the glamour of bygone eras like
1920s Downton Abbey and
gentle, cozy mysteries set in
the English countryside then
you will love this new series
The Dead Hill - John Dean 2009
The discovery of a dead
gangland figure in a quarry
brings back dark memories for
Detective Chief Inspector Jack
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Harris and the hilltop
community in which he works.
As the detective investigates
the murder, not only is he
forced to deal with hostile
villains, fightened townsfolk,
and colleagues who doubt his
capacity to bring the killer to
justice, he also has to confront
part of his past that he had
hoped would be forgotten. And
in doing so, he is forced to
reevaluate the loyalties of
those closest to him.
The Mermaids Singing - Val
McDermid 2007-04-01
This was the summer he
discovered what he wanted--at
a gruesome museum of
criminology far off the beaten
track of more timid tourists.
Visions of torture inspired his
fantasies like a muse. It would
prove so terribly fulfilling. The
bodies of four men have been
discovered in the town of
Bradfield. Enlisted to
investigate is criminal
psychologist Tony Hill. Even
for a seasoned professional, the
series of mutilation sex
murders is unlike anything he's
encountered before. But
profiling the psychopath is not

beyond him. Hill's own past has
made him the perfect man to
comprehend the killer's
motives. It's also made him the
perfect victim. A game has
begun for the hunter and the
hunted. But as Hill confronts
his own hidden demons, he
must also come face-to-face
with an evil so profound he
may not have the courage--or
the power--to stop it... The
Mermaids Singing is a chilling
and taut psychological mystery
from Val McDermid.
House of Evil - John Dean
2008-07-29
***Please note: This ebook
edition does not contain the
photos found in the print
edition.*** In the heart of
Indianapolis in the mid 1960's,
through a twist of fate and
fortune, a pretty young girl
came to live with a thirtyseven-year-old mother and her
seven children. What began as
a temporary childcare
arrangement between Sylvia
Likens's parents and Gertrude
Baniszewski turned into a
crime that would haunt cops,
prosecutors, and a community
for decades to come... When
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police found Sylvia's emaciated
body, with a chilling message
carved into her flesh, they
knew that she had suffered
tremendously before her death.
Soon they would learn how
many others—including some
of Baniszewski's own
children—participated in
Sylvia's murder, and just how
much torture had been inflicted
in one HOUSE OF EVIL
Unlucky for Some - Jill
McGown 2005
Husband-and-wife chief
inspector duo Lloyd and Hill
are on the case again when a
woman is murdered outside
her apartment and the only
witness is a well-known
journalist.
Donn's Hill - Caryn Larrinaga
2017-02-14
"Grief can change us . . . rewire
our brains and shift the way we
look at the world . . ."
Death on the River: A
Gripping and
Unputdownable English
Murder Mystery - Clare Chase
2018-10-17
Meet Tara Thorpe - she's
Cambridge Police's newest
recruit... but her dark past is

never far behind her. Perfect
for fans of Faith Martin, LJ
Ross and Joy Ellis. When a
body is pulled from the dank
and dangerous fens on the
outskirts of town, everybody
assumes it was a tragic
accident. But Detective Tara
Thorpe, newly joined and
determined to prove herself,
suspects there's more to the
story. Tara is desperate to
investigate further, but her
supervisor Patrick Wilkins has
other ideas. He would rather
die than let this ambitious
upstart show him up - even if it
means some digging in Tara's
secret past to keep her under
his thumb. After all, it's not like
he can report her - everyone
knows that his boss Detective
Garstin Blake and Tara have a
history... When another body is
found, it becomes clear that
there's a killer on the loose.
Could the murders be linked to
the secrets that Tara has been
keeping from her team... and
can she solve the case before
another innocent dies? An
unputdownable page-turner
that will keep you hooked until
the very last page! Readers are
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completely gripped by Clare
Chase... 'Literally couldn't put
it down!! This was an excellent
thriller with well-developed
characters and great twists!!
From the first page until the
end... a great ride of mystery,
suspense and murder...
Excellent thriller and crime
read!!' Goodreads reviewer, 5
stars 'Fast-paced, twisty, and
interesting well-developed
characters. Oh, and a very
interesting setting! I just
ripped right through this book.
A wonderful balance of what I
feel are the essential elements
for a crime novel. This appears
to be the first in a series... I
hope so as I really enjoyed
Tara!' Goodreads reviewer, 5
stars 'I'm excited by this. I
think we need a new series of
mysteries and murders in
Cambridge and the fens... Ooh
yes, I liked this one!' The Book
Trail
Dead Woman Crossing: A
Totally Heart-stopping
Crime Thriller - J. R. Adler
2020-09-23
A detective with everything to
prove. A devastating murder. A
town full of secrets... Haunted

by the serial killer she never
caught, Detective Kimberley
King leaves her job in New
York and relocates to the
sleepy town of Dead Woman
Crossing, Oklahoma. Kimberley
hopes to bring her daughter
Jessica up close to her family,
far from the bad memories the
city holds. But her quiet new
home is not the peaceful place
she dreamed of. Within days of
her arrival, Kimberley is called
to the scene of a terrible crime:
her friend Hannah, a single
mother, has been brutally
murdered while her one-yearold daughter was sleeping
nearby. Kimberley can't ignore
the similarity of Hannah's
death to that of Katie James, a
young woman who was
murdered in front of her small
daughter in 1905, on the banks
of the same twisting creek.
Dead Woman Crossing is
named after her, and it seems
someone is drawing inspiration
from the crime. Could this
killer be a copycat? But as she
interviews suspects, Kimberley
is met with blank faces and
closed lips. In a small town,
people won't talk and when she
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pursues a promising lead, her
own family turn their back on
her. Kimberley isn't afraid to
ask questions, but when she
receives a threatening note,
she realises that, as a single
mother to a young daughter,
she might be putting herself
dangerously in the killer's
sights... A gripping,
atmospheric crime thriller
inspired by true events, about a
town on the edge of collapse
and a murder that shakes the
community. Dead Woman
Crossing is perfect for fans of
Rachel Caine, Lisa Regan and
Jane Harper. Readers are
loving Dead Woman Crossing:
'This book is simply excellent
through and through. The lead
character of Kimberley King is
destined to become one of the
great characters in the genre...
the dialogue is punchy and
begs you to just go for one
more chapter, and the
atmosphere is phenomenal. I
truly felt like I was in the town
where it was all taking place,
the wind brushing my face as I
hear the wheat stalks sway.
J.R. Adler is a dynamite talent
and the first book in this series

was a grad slam so I am
beyond excited to see where
this series goes. If you like
thrillers then... scratch that... if
you like reading then you owe
it to yourself to pick this up. It
is one hell of an amazing ride'
Goodreads Reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
'Really enjoyed this book, can't
wait for the next one in the
series. It was unputdownable I
read it in one sitting. It was
tense and full of action that
kept me entertained and
engaged in the story. I had my
suspicions but I was wrong,
love that when you don't expect
the bad guy or the ending. Very
good book and I highly
recommend!' Bonnie's Book
Talk 'Very gripping... how this
story comes together is just
brilliant and Kimberley is so
sassy can't wait for book 2
once you start you won't want
to stop' Goodreads Reviewer,
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'The end is completely
unexpected, and I can't wait to
read the next book.' Goodreads
Reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
Even If We Break - Marieke
Nijkamp 2020-09-15
A shocking thriller about a
group of friends who go to a
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cabin to play a murder mystery
game...only to have the game
turned against them, from the
#1 New York Times bestselling
author of This Is Where It
Ends. FIVE friends go to a
cabin. FOUR of them are
hiding secrets. THREE years of
history bind them. TWO are
doomed from the start. ONE
person wants to end this. NO
ONE IS SAFE. Five friends take
a trip to a cabin. It's supposed
to be one last getaway before
going their separate ways—a
chance to say goodbye to each
other, and to the game they've
been playing for the past three
years. But they're all dealing
with their own demons, and
they're all hiding secrets. And
as they start to play the murder
mystery game that brought
them together in the first
place, the lines between the
game and reality blend, with
deadly consequences. Someone
knows their secrets. Someone
wants to make them pay. Soon,
it's a race against time before
it's game over—forever. Are
you ready to play? "Immersive
and captivating. Thrilling in
every sense of the

word."—KAREN M.
MCMANUS, #1 New York
Times bestselling author of
One of Us is Lying and One of
Us is Next Perfect for readers
who love: teenage mystery
books or YA horror LGBT
stories about intersectional
groups of friends Karen
McManus, Gretchen McNeil, or
Natasha Preston Praise for
Even If We Break: "The darkly
twisted ode to self-discovery
briskly whisks an
intersectionally inclusive group
through a reasonably stormy,
emotionally charged scenario
that considers the sometimessteep price of growing up and
growing apart."—Publishers
Weekly "An engaging read,
providing readers with some
solid suspense, and twists to
sink their teeth into."—Booklist
"A fast-paced thriller that will
leave you both gushing over
the geekiness and gasping over
the game."—Rachel Strolle,
Glenside Public Library District
More Teen Thrillers by
Marieke Nijkamp: This Is
Where It Ends Before I Let Go
At the End of Everything
(Coming January 2022)
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Blood and Money - Thomas
Thompson 2016-12-13
New York Times Bestseller:
The “gripping” true story of a
beautiful Texas socialite, her
ambitious husband, and a
string of mysterious deaths
(Los Angeles Times). Joan
Robinson Hill was a world-class
equestrian, a glamorous
member of Houston high
society, and the wife of Dr.
John Hill, a handsome and
successful plastic surgeon. Her
father, Ash Robinson, was a
charismatic oil tycoon obsessed
with making his daughter’s
every dream come true. Rich,
attractive, and reckless, Joan
was one of the most celebrated
women in a town infatuated
with money, power, and fame.
Then one morning in 1969, she
fell mysteriously ill. The sordid
events that followed comprise
“what may be the most
compelling and complex case
in crime annals” (Ann Rule,
bestselling author of The
Stranger Beside Me). From the
elegant mansions of River
Oaks, one of America’s most
exclusive neighborhoods, to a
seedy underworld of

prostitution and murder-forhire, New York
Times–bestselling author
Thomas Thompson tracks down
every bizarre motive and
enigmatic clue to weave a
fascinating tale of lust and
vengeance. Full of colorful
characters, shocking twists,
and deadly secrets, Blood and
Money is “an absolute
spellbinder” and true crime
masterpiece (Newsweek).
Who Buries the Dead - C. S.
Harris 2016-03
London, 1813. The decapitation
of a wealthy plantation owner
draws Sebastian St. Cyr into a
macabre and perilous
investigation filled with
connections to seventeenthcentury monarchs, the Home
Secretary and a brilliantly
observant spinster named Jane
Austen. But as one murder
follows another, it is the
connection between the victims
and a ruthless former army
officer, Lord Oliphant, that
raises the stakes. Once,
Oliphant nearly destroyed
Sebastian in a horrific act of
betrayal. Now he poses a
threat to Sebastian and
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everyone he holds dear.
How the Dead Speak - Val
McDermid 2019-12-03
Unmarked graves are found on
the grounds of an old
orphanage in this “riveting”
British crime thriller by an
Edgar Award finalist
(Publishers Weekly, starred
review). With profiler Tony Hill
behind bars and Carol Jordan
no longer with the police, he’s
finding unexpected outlets for
his talents in jail and she’s
joined forces with a group of
lawyers and forensics experts
looking into suspected
miscarriages of justice. But
they’re doing it without each
other; being in the same room
at visiting hour is too painful to
contemplate. Meanwhile,
construction is suddenly halted
on the redevelopment of an
orphanage after dozens of
skeletons are found buried at
the site. Forensic examination
reveals they date from between
twenty and forty years ago,
when the nuns were running
their repressive regime. But
then a different set of skeletons
is discovered in a far
corner—young men from as

recent as ten years ago. When
newly promoted DI Paula
McIntyre discovers that one of
the male skeletons is that of a
killer who is supposedly alive
and behind bars—and the
subject of one of Carol’s
miscarriage investigations—it
brings Tony and Carol
irresistibly into each other’s
orbit once again in this
masterfully plotted novel by
“the queen of psychological
thrillers” (Irish Independent).
Dead Wind - Tessa Wegert
2022-03-01
Senior Investigator Shana
Merchant must dredge up dark
secrets and old grudges if she's
to solve the murder of a
prominent local citizen in the
Thousand Islands community
she now calls home. "Wegert
nicely balances plot and
characterization. Fans of
Denise Mina’s Alex Morrow
will be pleased" - Publishers
Weekly Starred Review The
body is discovered on Wolfe
Island, under the shadow of an
enormous wind turbine. Senior
Investigator Shana Merchant,
arriving on the scene with
fellow investigator Tim
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Wellington, can't shake the
feeling that she knows the
victim - and the subsequent
identification sends
shockwaves through their
community in the Thousand
Islands of Upstate New York.
Politics, power, passion . . .
there are dark undercurrents
in Shana's new home, and
finding the killer means
dredging up her new friends
and neighbors' old grudges and
long-kept secrets. That is, if the
killer is from the community at
all. For Shana's keeping a
terrible secret of her own:
eighteen months ago she
escaped from serial killer Blake
Bram's clutches. But has he
followed her . . . to kill again?
The Shana Merchant novels are
a brilliant blend of chilling
psychological thriller and
gripping police procedural, set
in an atmospheric island
community with a small-town
vibe.
The Vixen's Scream - John
Dean 2017-05-28
When a sleepy hillside town is
beset by a spate of burglaries
followed by a murder,
Detective Jack Harris must

quickly uncover the link
between them. A series of
blood-curdling screams heard
in the dead of the Cumbrian
night has a London woman new
to the area convinced that a
murder has occurred. When
the body of a young woman is
in fact found, rumours quickly
spread that a serial killer is at
work in the small Pennine
community of Levton Bridge.
When the clues do indeed
begin to point to a connection
with other missing women, the
pressure from on high to find
answers increases ten-fold.
Fighting the media circus's
constant attempts to thwart the
investigation, detective Jack
Harris must also battle the
confusion and doubts among
his own team in order to find
the killer. THE VIXEN'S
SCREAM is the second book by
John Dean to feature DCI Jack
Harris. Look out for the first,
DEAD HILL. These books can
be enjoyed on their own or as
part of a series, in no particular
order. If you enjoy traditional
British murder mysteries, look
no further than THE VIXEN'S
SCREAM.
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Murder at the House on the
Hill - Victoria Walters
2021-09-23
‘Superb sleuthing! I thoroughly
enjoyed my trip to Dedley End
and can’t wait to go back!’
Heidi Swain, author of The
Cherry Tree Café Once Upon a
Crime... Nancy Hunter and her
grandmother Jane Hunter run
the Dedley Endings Bookshop,
selling crime, thriller and
mystery books, in a small, quiet
Cotswold village where nothing
ever happens... That is, until
the wealthy and reclusive Roth
family open up their mansion
for the first time in thirty years,
inviting the people of Dedley
End to a lavish engagement
party. While everyone is
thrilled to finally look around
the mansion on the hill, the
festivities are quickly cut short
when beautiful Lucy, recently
married to young Harry Roth,
is found dead after being
pushed over the first-floor
balustrade. But who among the
guests could have been capable
of her murder – and why?
Nancy and Jane decide to
investigate – after all, not only
do they own a crime themed

bookshop, they were also both
named after famous literary
detectives – but soon wonder if
they’ve taken on more than
they can handle. Especially
when it seems the killer has
worked out that they’re hot on
their heels... Can they catch
the murderer before the
murderer catches up with
them? Or will there be a deadly
ending to this story? Praise for
Murder at the House on the
Hill: ‘Such a fab book - really
puts the cosy in cosy crime!’ M.
A. Kuzniar, author of Midnight
in Everwood ‘This is a brilliant
‘whodunnit’ which gave me
some serious Miss Marple
feels...it’s absolutely brilliant
and a pleasure to read’ Head in
a Book18 ‘I loved this brilliant
cozy read...it felt very Christieesque. Nancy and Jane were
fab, I loved their relationship.
And I can’t wait for more.’
☆☆☆☆☆ Reader Review ‘Even
gave me some Murder, she
wrote vibes... I truly enjoyed
reading this funny, cosy
mystery’ Tizi’s Book Review ‘A
cosy crime story with lovable
characters and a gripping
storyline, perfect for curling up
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with’ Kelly T’s Space ‘I really
enjoyed this cosy crime, I was
hooked with the storyline but
also charmed by the
characters’ Kraftireader ‘A
very well written story with a
crime to solve but also with
characters that the reader
really starts to care about.’
Reader Review ‘What an
absolute delight this was to
read... I was still guessing
whodunnit until the end.’
Wrong Side of Forty UK ‘I
loved the characters of Nancy
and Jane...a gripping read,
which certainly held my
attention and kept me
guessing.’ Ginger Book Geek ‘A
delightful detective duo, a
charming and clever cosy
mystery.’ Diane Jeffrey, author
of The Silent Friend ‘A cosy,
satisfying and enjoyable
murder mystery full of
intrigue...and even better, with
a bookshop too!’ Ella Allbright,
author of The Last Charm ‘A
well-executed murder
mystery...I loved every second
of it.’ Reader Review ‘A blast!
It’s fast paced, fun and it keeps
you guessing till the end!...The
story is filled with lots of

characters and unusual twists.’
Reader Review
The Gone Dead Train - Lisa
Turner 2014-07-22
Edgar Award Nominee for Best
Paperback Original! Bestselling
sensation Lisa Turner conjures
a riveting Southern gothic
mystery set in Memphis, with
echoes of Midnight in The
Garden of Good and Evil and
Lisa Gardener, in which
detective Billy Able is thrown
into a vortex of bizarre
murders, Santeria voodoo,
flawed heroes, a damning
photograph, and a stunning
betrayal by a civil rights icon.
After time away to recover
from the aftermath of a
horrible case that left his
partner dead, Billy's back in
Memphis, drawn into an everwidening murder mystery that
focuses on flawed heroes: a
disgraced major league
baseball player, two legendary
blues musicians on the lam, a
straight-arrow lady cop
tortured by a guilty conscience,
and two iconic civil rights
warriors with secrets so dark
they'll shock the nation.
Detective Billy Able is at a
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crossroads. His previous case
left him questioning everything
he believed about his abilities
as a cop and as a friend. Even
though he's considering
leaving police work behind,
he's unable to turn off the
instincts he's honed after a
decade on the force. But when
he stops a crime from being
committed, he finds himself
embroiled in a much bigger
scandal. A murder that has just
taken place has connections to
a series of much older crimes
dating back to the civil rights
movement. As he investigates,
Billy uncovers so many layers
of secrets he can barely keep
the truth from the lies. And he
knows the straight-laced cop
assigned to the case is hiding
something big. But is it
connected to the case? This
time he's determined to make
sure he finds out the truth
before anything else can
happen. But as the search for
truth with the help of a
Santeria Priest leads him
deeper into the underbelly of
Memphis, will Billy make it out
alive?
Dead of Winter - Annelise Ryan

2019-02-26
A medical examiner is pulled
into a case of human trafficking
in this hard-boiled mystery by
the USA Today–bestselling
author of Dead Ringer. Before
medicolegal death investigator
Mattie can smooth out the
unexpected chaos of her new
home, new marriage, and new
family, duty calls. At the local
ER, a battered and bruised
teenage girl has been brought
in by a mysterious man who
claimed she’d fallen out of a
car. The staff is suspicious, but
while they attend to the
teenager, the unidentified man
slips out. Then the girl dies,
but not before informing social
worker Hildy Schneider that
the man had her little sister as
well. Mattie’s exam reveals
forensic evidence of long-term
IV drug use and physical
abuse, findings consistent with
Hildy’s suspicion that the girl
was a victim of human
trafficking. They are able to
confirm her identity as a teen
who went missing six months
ago, along with her
sister—facts that are deeply
unsettling to Mattie who now
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shares a home with her
husband’s teenaged daughter.
Working closely with Hildy and
Sorenson homicide detectives,
including her husband Steve
Hurley, Mattie must delve into
a dark underworld to stop the
ruthless trafficking of human
lives—before it's too late for
another young girl . . . Praise
for Annelise Ryan and her
Mattie Winston series “Has it
all: suspense, laughter, a spicy
dash of romance.”—New York
Times–bestselling author Tess
Gerritsen “[Ryan] smoothly
blends humor, distinctive
characters, and authentic
forensic detail.”—Publishers
Weekly “The forensic details
will interest Patricia Cornwell
readers . . .while the often
slapstick humor and the
blossoming romance between
Mattie and Hurley will draw
Evanovich fans.”—Bookl
Error of Judgement - John Dean
2019-04-23
Years after a fatal plane crash,
the investigation is reopened
when a missing body is
discovered. It was a tragedy
that shocked the nearby
Pennine communities to the

core. Several deaths were
recorded, but one body was
never found. That changes
when a mountain rescue team,
on a mission to help an injured
hill walker, stumbles upon a
corpse still strapped into an
airplane seat. But something is
not quite right. Is the body they
found really the missing
passenger? DCI Jack Harris
feels obliged to launch a new
inquiry into the crash. Few
people want old wounds
reopened, least of all the
widow of the pilot and the
original investigating officer.
Foul play had been ruled out in
the initial findings. Now Harris
is not so sure. But a flurry of
activity - financial and criminal
- kicks off once the news
became national. Someone is
hiding something, and they are
clearly prepared to kill to cover
their tracks. Can Harris crack
the mystery and return to his
blissful walks in the hills in
peace? Or will his meddling in
closed cases annoy the powers
that be so much that he finally
gets the boot? ERROR OF
JUDGEMENT is a standalone in
a series of six books featuring
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the veteran nature-loving
detective, DCI Jack Harris. The
full list, in order of publication,
is: 1.DEAD HILL 2.THE
VIXEN'S SCREAM 3.TO DIE
ALONE 4.TO HONOUR THE
DEAD 5.THOU SHALT KILL
6.ERROR OF JUDGEMENT
7.THE KILLING LINE 8.KILL
SHOT These books are
available on Kindle Unlimited
and in paperback. If you enjoy
conventional murder mysteries
that keep you guessing, you'll
love these books.
The Man Who Died Twice Richard Osman 2022-07-26
An instant New York Times
bestseller! The second gripping
novel in the New York Times
bestselling Thursday Murder
Club series, soon to be a major
motion picture from Steven
Spielberg at Amblin
Entertainment “It’s taken a
mere two books for Richard
Osman to vault into the upper
leagues of crime writers. . . The
Man Who Died Twice. . . dives
right into joyous fun." —The
New York Times Book Review
Elizabeth, Joyce, Ron and
Ibrahim—the Thursday Murder
Club—are still riding high off

their recent real-life murder
case and are looking forward to
a bit of peace and quiet at
Cooper’s Chase, their posh
retirement village. But they are
out of luck. An unexpected
visitor—an old pal of
Elizabeth’s (or perhaps more
than just a pal?)—arrives,
desperate for her help. He has
been accused of stealing
diamonds worth millions from
the wrong men and he’s
seriously on the lam. Then, as
night follows day, the first body
is found. But not the last.
Elizabeth, Joyce, Ron and
Ibrahim are up against a
ruthless murderer who
wouldn’t bat an eyelid at
knocking off four
septuagenarians. Can our four
friends catch the killer before
the killer catches them? And if
they find the diamonds, too?
Well, wouldn’t that be a bonus?
You should never put anything
beyond the Thursday Murder
Club. Richard Osman is back
with everyone’s favorite
mystery-solving quartet, and
the second installment of the
Thursday Murder Club series is
just as clever and warm as the
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first—an unputdownable,
laugh-out-loud pleasure of a
read.
Knock, Knock, You're Dead! M. C. Beaton 2016-02-09
Hamish Macbeth, Scotland's
most quick-witted but
unambitious policeman returns
in a new short story from New
York Times bestselling author
M.C. Beaton KNOCK KNOCK,
YOU'RE DEAD! A Hamish
Macbeth Short Story Mrs.
Morag McPhie hits upon the
idea of selling some of her old
furniture to raise money to visit
her daughter in Australia. But
when a dead body turns up,
Police Sergeant Hamish
Macbeth wonders if the
antique business is even more
cutthroat than he thought...
The Summer of Dead Toys Antonio Hill 2013-06-18
A skillfully plotted tale of
misdeeds and murder-introducing Inspector Hector
Salgado, a detective with a
complicated past, a love of
cinema . . . and a tendency to
violence. Under a hot
Barcelona sun, a killer is
feeling the heat. When the
death of a vulnerable young

witness in a case of human
trafficking and voodoo causes
the normally calm Police
Inspector Hector Salgado to
beat someone up, he is moved
off the project and sent instead
to investigate a teenager's fall
to his death in one of
Barcelona's uptown areas. As
Salgado begins to uncover the
inconvenient truths behind the
city's most powerful families,
two seemingly unsolvable cases
are set to implode under the
hot Barcelona sun.
Murder at the Summer Fete Victoria Walters 2022-03-17
'Fabulous cosy murder/mystery
with an unforgettable crimefighting trio. Thoroughly
enjoyable and highly
recommended.' Angela
Marsons, author of Stolen Ones
A fete worse than death... After
finding the killer of Lucy Roth
six months ago, life has settled
back to normal for bookshop
owner, Nancy Hunter, and her
grandmother, Jane. The annual
Dedley End village fete is just
around the corner, and Nancy
is delighted when bestselling
author, Thomas Green, agrees
to launch his first new novel in
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ten years there. But then a
series of sinister events lead
Nancy to realise someone is
trying to sabotage their fete, so
she, along with Jane and their
journalist friend Jonathan, must
turn detective to discover who
isn’t at all thrilled about the
return of Thomas Green. When
a body is discovered at the
summer fete, the death scene
mirroring that in Thomas’
latest bestseller, they realise
that there’s another killer in
Dedley End, but can they
outsmart someone who
appears to have pulled off the
perfect crime? The clues are
right under Nancy and Jane’s
noses, if only they can find
them. Because the answers to
life’s questions can always be
found in a book...! A twisty,
unputdownable cozy mystery
that fans of Richard Osman,
S.J. Bennett and The Marlow
Murder Club will love. Readers
can't get enough of Murder at
the Summer Fete: 'A joy of a
read... I was gripped!’ Melanie
Blake, author of Ruthless
Women 'Cleverly crafted cosy
crime at its absolute best!'
Heidi Swain, author of A Taste

of Home 'A well crafted cosy
mystery with warm characters
and an excellent twist. I can't
wait to visit Dedley End again!'
Hannah Hendy, author of The
Dinner Lady Detectives 'A team
of likeable amateur detectives,
a delightful bookshop setting
and a cast of intriguing
suspects. Tremendous fun.'
Clare Chase, author of Mystery
at the Church ‘A perfect
read!...Will entice even the
most seasoned mystery reader.
If you're a fan of Agatha
Christie and M.C. Beaton, you
can't miss this series.’ ☆☆☆☆☆
Reader Review ‘What a fun and
cozy read!...A fantastic pageturner that made my winter
night far warmer.’ Reader
Review ‘This. Is. Brilliant.
Could not put it down. I really
hope there's more Dedley End
adventures!’ ☆☆☆☆☆ Reader
Review ‘Absolutely loved this
book!...The characters were
great and the story flowed
along nicely. I read the book in
a day, I couldn't put it down!’
☆☆☆☆☆ Reader Review ‘Just as
intricate, twisty, and fun as the
first. It kept me guessing and I
just love the small village
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settings.’ ☆☆☆☆☆ Reader Review
‘It was very engrossing and I
read it within one day... I love
this book...every new mystery
by Victoria Walters is an autoread for me’ Reader Review
‘The second entry in this cozy
series is even better than the
first...and the first was great!
British cozies always have a
special place in my reading list
and heart and this one is right
up there at the top.’ ☆☆☆☆☆
Reader Review
Death Knocks Twice - Robert
Thorogood 2018-06-18
If you like Agatha Christie,
then you'll love Robert
Thorogood. Seconded from
rainy London to the sweltering
heat of the Caribbean island of
Saint Marie, DI Richard Poole
would rather be having a pint

at his local pub. But when a
body is discovered at the
Beaumont plantation, DI Poole
must put aside his woes and
solve the murder. Despite the
fact the victim was found in a
locked room holding a smoking
gun, Poole is convinced this is
not a suicide. When another
body turns up the hunt is on for
the killer, and the evasive
Beaumont family are – rather
suspiciously – no help at all...
The third novel in the Death in
Paradise Mysteries is perfect
for fans of T. E. Kinsey, Heron
Carvic and Caroline Graham.
Praise for Robert
Thorogood‘Death in Paradise
feels like a ray of sunshine’
Mirror ‘Plenty of red herrings
and twists to keep readers
guessing’ Daily Express ‘A
treat’ Radio Times
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